Archiware provides Pure VMware® backup for Deutsches Museum
Archiware GmbH, leading manufacturer of data management software specializing in data backup
and archive, has supplied Archiware Pure VMware® backup, latest addition to the Archiware
product portfolio, to Deutsches Museum, Munich.
Munich, August 2018 - Released in 2017, Archiware Pure is the newest product to come out of
Archiware’s innovative data management software development. Offering incredible simplicity and
absolute reliability at a highly competitive price, Archiware Pure is the perfect backup software for
businesses employing VMware® virtual server environments.
Deutsches Museum, one of the most prestigious museums for science and technology, has chosen
Archiware Pure to secure their 68-strong VMware® server ensemble. The museum relies on these
virtual machines for most of the internal services from mail, web and print servers, administration of
all the museum’s objects through project planning and financial data.
The choice was made predominantly due to the simplicity and ease of use offered by Archiware Pure:
“Running and maintaining so many different services is a challenge. Some of them are exotic and
needed for very specific tasks. A solid backup provides us with the security we need. Archiware Pure
makes it extremely easy for us to achieve this with a minimum amount of time invested. We
especially like the central interface that shows all VMs being backed up as well as their status, last
run and storage needs. This saves us a lot of time.” says Thomas Mondt, engineer in charge of the
installation.
Josef Doods, CEO of Archiware GmbH, is excited about the recent installation: “As a Munich-based
company, we couldn’t be more thrilled to have won Deutsches Museum as a customer for Archiware
Pure. All of us have spent many enjoyable hours at this amazing home of science and technology,
and to be a part of it makes us very proud!”
Archiware and Deutsches Museum have prepared a detailed case study about the setup:
http://pure.archiware.com/case-studies/deutsches-museum
About Archiware:
Headquartered in Munich, Germany, and privately held, Archiware is a manufacturer of data
management software for backup, synchronization and archiving. The product line includes
- Archiware Pure – Innovative, simple VMware® backup
- P5 Synchronize - Replicate data to ensure high availability
- P5 Backup - Back up server data to disk and tape
- P5 Backup2Go - Back up desktop and laptop data to disk
- P5 Archive - Move or migrate data offline to disk and tape
For more information, visit www.archiware.com
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